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ABSTRACT: The photochemical coupling of fullerene molecules
into covalently connected oligomeric or polymeric structures can
result in drastically lowered solubility in common solvents with
retained semiconductor properties. Here, we exploit this
combination of properties for the utilization of fullerenes as a
negative photoresist material with electronic functionality.
Specifically, we develop an easily tunable exposure system,
essentially comprising a laser and a computer-controlled spatial
light modulator (SLM) featuring >8 million independently
controlled pixels, for the spatially selective photochemical
transformation of nanometer-thin C60 fullerene films. With a
carefully designed laser-SLM-exposure/solvent-development cycle,
we are able to realize well-resolved two-dimensional hexagonal or
square patterns of circular C60 microdots with a center-to-center
distance of 1−5 μm and a maximum thickness of 20−35 nm over several square-millimeter-sized areas on a substrate. The
functionality of such a hexagonal C60 pattern was demonstrated by its inclusion in between the transparent electrode and the active
material in a light-emitting electrochemical cell, which featured an enhanced light output by >50% in comparison to a reference
device void of the patterned C60 layer.

KEYWORDS: C60, fullerenes, tunable and high-resolution 2D patterning, spatial light modulator, negative photoresist, light outcoupling,
light-emitting electrochemical cell

■ INTRODUCTION

The field of organic electronics is in rapid development
because of the easy tunability, soft and flexible nature, and
facile processing of the constituent organic semiconductor
(OSC).1−3 However, the ability to pattern a nanometer-thin
OSC layer with retained electronic properties is an additional
critical requirement for the function, or improved operation, of
a number of applications, including photodetectors,4−6

sensors,7,8 emissive devices,9,10 and electronic circuits.11,12 It
is therefore not surprising that a plethora of different
patterning methods, such as transfer stamping,13,14 gravure
printing,15 self-assembly,16−19 cross-linking by electron and ion
beams,20,21 and photolithography using a sacrificial photo-
resist,22,23 have been developed during recent years.
The molecular nature of OSCs can further allow for a light-

activated cross-linking of neighboring OSC molecules through
the addition of a photoinitiator or by the endowment of the
OSC with specific cross-linking units. If the photoactivation is
executed in a spatially selective manner and the cross-linked
OSC material features a different solubility than the
nonexposed material, resist-free patterning of an OSC layer
can be performed by a light-exposure/solvent-development

cycle. However, the unfortunate fact is that this approach
commonly results in a notable lowering of the semiconductor
functionality because of the existence of detrimental side-
reaction residues and/or a disturbance of the conjugated
system.24−28

In this context, recent reports on that nonmodified and
pristine fullerene semiconductors can be photochemically
connected into dimeric,29−34 or polymeric,35−38 structures
with an essentially retained electronic functionality are
intriguing. Accordingly, with a spatially selective light exposure
of a fullerene film through a shadow mask,32,33,39 or by two-
beam laser interference,40 followed by solution development,
low-resolution two-dimensional (2D)32,33 or high-resolution
one-dimensional40 fullerene structures have been realized.
These patterned fullerene films have demonstrated their
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semiconductor function as the active material in field-effect
transistors,33 inverters,32 and oscillators.41

Here, we report on the attainment of an easily modified and
high-resolution 2D fullerene pattern with well-defined micron-
and nanosized features over a large area, using an exposure
system essentially comprising a laser and a computer-
controlled spatial light modulator (SLM) and subsequent
solvent development. We specifically realize large-area 2D
hexagonal and square patterns of C60 fullerene microdots with
a maximum thickness of 20−35 nm and with a center-to-center
distance of 1−5 μm, which were subsequently utilized for the
attainment of a significantly improved outcoupling from a
surface-emitting light-emitting electrochemical cell (LEC). We
emphasize that the attained semiconducting fullerene pattern
features a high resolution, is well replicated over a large area,
and is easily modified by the computer input.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
The C60 powder (>99.5%, Solenne) was used as received. A 40 nm-
thick C60 film was thermally evaporated at a base pressure of <5 ×
10−6 mbar (Univex 350 G, Leybold) onto carefully cleaned glass
substrates (Thin Film Devices). The 40 nm thickness was confirmed
with contact profilometry (DektakXT Bruker) on a mechanically
scratched C60 film. The C60-coated substrate was mounted in a
custom-made holder under N2 in a glovebox ([O2], [H2O] < 1 ppm),
and the holder was sealed air-tight with a 0.2 mm-thick antireflection-
coated glass window (diameter = 30 mm, VIS 0° coated, Ultra-Thin
N-BK7 Window 66-189, Edmund Optics).

The C60 film in the sample holder was transferred to the exposure
setup described in Figure 1. The light source was a linearly polarized,
continuous-wave green laser (λ = 532 nm, peak output = 1500 mW,
Cobolt Samba), and the intensity attenuator comprised a zero-order
half-wave plate (λ = 532 nm, WPH05M-532, Thorlabs) and a high-
power polarizing beam splitter (BS) cube (λ = 532 nm, PBS12-532-
HP, Thorlabs). In order to expand the beam diameter to fit the active
area of the SLM (90% of the total chip size, limited by the shorter axis
being 9.22 mm, resulting in a beam diameter of 8.3 mm), a Cooke
triplet beam expander was used. It comprised a biconcave lens ( f =
15.0 mm, AR-coated for λ = 350−700 nm, LD2060-A, Thorlabs)
inserted between two plano-convex lenses ( f = 60 mm, LA1134-A,
and 250 mm, LA1461-A, both AR-coated for λ = 350−700 nm,
Thorlabs). The polarizer was a linear polarizer with N-BK7 windows
(λ = 400−700 nm, LPVISE100-A, Thorlabs), and the computer-
controlled phase-only SLM (GAEA-2, Holoeye) featured 3840 ×
2160 independently controlled active pixels. The two lenses L1 and L2
(AR-coated for λ = 350−700 nm, Thorlabs) in the 4f configuration,
featuring focal lengths of 250 mm (LA1301-A) and 100 mm
(LA1050-A), were chosen to reduce the beam size from 8.3 mm at the
SLM to fit the back aperture diameter of the objective of 3.38 mm (as
calculated from 2 × f OBJ × NAOBJ). The zero-beam filter was a tightly
stretched copper thread (d = 0.25 mm), the ultralong working
distance (ULWD) objective featured 80× magnification ( f = 180,
MS-plan 80×/0.75, IC 80, Olympus), and the camera was a 3.0 USB
color camera (1/3″, 1328 × 1048 pixels, Flea3, Point Grey Research).
The effective exposure intensity incident on the C60 film was
measured with a power meter (model PM100D equipped with an
S401C sensor, Thorlabs) at the position of the film surface.

The exposure pattern was designed with the freeware image editor
Gimp in the form of a 1600 × 1600 pixel png raster graphics image. A

Figure 1. Top-view schematic (a) and a 3D schematic (b) presenting the exposure setup. f1 and f 2 are the focal lengths of lenses L1 and L2,
respectively, and the zero-order beam filter is a stretched metal wire in a rotational mount, which is placed in the first image plane, that is, the
common focal plane of the two lenses. Light beams rejected into beam dumps by the BS cubes and the zero-order beam filter in (b) are omitted for
clarity.
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Fourier transformation of the exposure pattern into a 3840 × 2160
pixel phase mask was executed with Holoeye SLM Pattern Generator
software. This phase mask controls the positions of the corresponding
3840 × 2160 pixels of the SLM. In order to minimize noise, we
prepared 100 different phase-mask images (that essentially produced
the same exposure pattern) that were input sequentially to the SLM at
a 10 Hz repetition rate.
The development of the exposed C60 film was performed by

opening the sample holder in the ambient and immersing the exposed
C60 film in toluene (anhydrous 99.8%, Sigma-Aldrich) for ∼10 s. After
the solvent immersion step, the C60 film was flushed with 2-propanol
and blown dry with pressurized air. The height of the C60 microdot
features was determined by the selected values for the modulated laser
beam intensity and the exposure time during the exposure step (and
the thickness of the deposited film). We found that a modulated laser
beam intensity of 10 W/cm2 and an exposure time of 10 s resulted in
a C60 microdot height of ∼30 nm.
The optical micrographs were recorded with an optical microscope

operating in the phase-contrast mode (Zeiss Axio Imager Z1
microscope, TL Phase channel in the software ZEN), using two
different objectives (10×/0.30 Ph1 and 40×/0.75 Ph2 EC-plan-
Neofluar objectives). The atomic force microscopy (AFM) images
were captured with a Bruker BioScope Catalyst microscope operating
in the tapping mode (PeakForce QNM) using a soft material tip
(FESP, Veeco).
LEC fabrication and characterization were performed in N2-filled

gloveboxes ([O2], [H2O] < 1 ppm). The active-material ink
comprised an electroluminescent conjugated copolymer termed
Super Yellow (Merck catalogue number PDY-132), a hydroxyl-
terminated trimethylolpropane ethoxylate (TMPE-OH, Aldrich, Mw =
450 g/mol) for the ion-transport material, and the salt KCF3SO3
(Aldrich) dissolved in anhydrous cyclohexanone in a mass ratio of
Super Yellow/TMPE-OH/KCF3SO3 = 1:0.15:0.03. The active-
material ink was either spin-coated on top of a patterned C60 layer
on an indium tin oxide (ITO)-coated glass substrate (20 Ω sq−1, Thin
Film Devices) or directly spin-coated on top of the ITO-coated glass
substrates for the reference LEC. The thickness of the dry active
material was 170 nm.
The first stitching unit for the thin patterned C60 layer was exposed

to a laser intensity of 9.5 W/cm2 for 9 s, while the first unit for the
thick patterned C60 layer was exposed to a laser intensity of 10 W/cm2

for 12 s. It proved critically important to remove all soluble C60
residues from the patterned C60 layer before spin coating of the active
material, and this was effectuated by a twice repeated cycle of 10 s
immersion in toluene followed by 10 s immersion in cyclohexanone
(≥99.5%, Sigma-Aldrich) before the spin coating. A 100 nm-thick Ag
top electrode was deposited on top of the active material by thermal
vacuum evaporation at a base pressure of <5 × 10−6 mbar (Univex
350 G, Leybold). More details on the fabrication of the reference LEC
can be found in ref 42.
The LEC devices were driven and electrically characterized with a

computer-controlled source-measure unit (Agilent U2722A). The
luminance was measured with a calibrated photodiode, equipped with
an eye-response filter (S9219-01, Hamamatsu Photonics), and
connected to an embedded evaluation board (myRIO-1900, National
Instruments) via a current-to-voltage amplifier. The angle-dependent
electroluminescence (EL) spectrum was measured with a custom-
built goniospectrometer, comprising a fiber-optic charge-coupled
device-array spectrometer (Flame-S, Ocean Optics) and a stepper
motor, controlled by a LabVIEW virtual instrument.43,44 The edges of
the LEC devices were blackened with a permanent marker pen to
eliminate detection of wave-guided modes. The LEC devices were
driven by a constant current density of 50 mA/cm2 for the luminance
measurements and by 30.8 mA/cm2 for the spectral measurements.
The optical simulation of the LEC devices was performed with the

software Setfos 4.6.11 from Fluxim (http://www.fluxim.com), which
is based upon the transfer matrix formalism. The simulated device
configuration comprises the following stack of planar layers (with the
thickness specified in parenthesis): glass substrate (0.7 mm), ITO
(145 nm), C60 (15/25 nm), active material (170 nm), and Ag (100

nm). The steady-state doping structure in the active material was
simulated by constant p-type and n-type doping gradients (with the
largest p- and n-type doping concentrations at the anode and cathode,
respectively), separated by a 30 nm-wide intrinsic region, using the
procedure outlined in ref 43. The excitons were positioned in the
center of the emission zone and featured an isotropic dipole
orientation. In order to determine the position of the intrinsic region
in the interelectrode gap, we simulated the EL spectra as a function of
viewing angle for a number of different values for the intrinsic region
position and calculated the root-mean-square deviation (rmsd)
between the simulated and measured spectra. The selected value for
the position of the intrinsic region corresponded to the lowest rmsd
value (see Figure S4b,d). For the wavelength-dependent values for the
refractive index and the extinction coefficients, we either used values
provided by Setfos or values from the literature (C60

45 and Super
Yellow as a function of doping43).

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 is a schematic presentation of the exposure setup. The
light source is a continuous-wave green laser that emits linearly
polarized light with a wavelength of λ = 532 nm. The intensity
of the laser light is modulated using an intensity attenuator,
which comprises a rotatable half-wave plate and a polarizing
BS; the orientation of the former determines the ratio between
the vertically and horizontally polarized components of the
laser beam, while the latter selectively reflects away the vertical
component. One advantage with this setup is that it is possible
to drive the laser at its most stable maximum output power and
downregulate to the desired intensity (typically 70% of the
maximum output) with the intensity attenuator. A Cooke
triplet beam expander46 is employed for enlarging the
horizontally polarized laser beam so that it matches the area
of the SLM display (15.32 × 9.22 mm2). The SLM comprises
3840 × 2160 pixels, which are independently controlled by a
computer. The angle θ between the incident and the reflected
laser beams on the SLM is designed to be low (here ∼7°) to
minimize the fraction of light entering the SLM in one pixel
and exiting in another.
Figure 1a shows that the lenses L1 and L2 with focal lengths

f1 and f 2, respectively, are organized in the so-called 4f
design,47 which implies that the “first image plane” of the SLM-
generated laser pattern (see Figure 1b) appears at the common
focal plane of the two lenses. This further requires that the
SLM be positioned at a distance of f1 from L1. The nondesired
zero-order beam can then be removed by the inclusion of a
zero-order beam filter at the position of the first image plane. A
further suppression of the nondesired zero-order beam is
obtained by tuning the dichroic-film polarizer positioned
before the SLM in the beam path. The polarizer is placed after
the beam expander in order to not exceed its damage
threshold.
A ULWD objective is positioned at a distance f 2 from L2 so

that the designed exposure image is appropriately focused onto
the surface of the fullerene film to be patterned (the sample);
the latter is mounted in a N2-filled gas-tight sample holder and
optically accessed for exposure through an antireflection-
coated cover glass. In order to minimize aberrations in the
projected exposure image on the surface of the fullerene film,
the cover glass should be as thin as possible (here 0.2 mm).
The exact positioning of the fullerene film in the sample holder
with respect to the ULWD objective is controlled by an x−y−z
stage with tilt adjustment.
A fraction of the exposure light is scattered off the fullerene

film, returned back through the objective, and directed to a
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probing camera by a BS cube and a lens. The camera image
then allows for an appropriate inspection of the exposure
image on the fullerene film at very low laser intensity (∼1
mW/cm2) so that the focus of the exposure system can be
adjusted without inducing nondesired premature photo-
chemical reactions within the fullerene film. Specifically, the
exact positioning of the optical elements in the exposure beam
path for a well-focused exposure was performed in two steps:
(i) by the observation of an externally illuminated dust particle
on a flat surface at the location of the fullerene film and (ii) by
the observation of an SLM-generated laser exposure pattern on
the same surface. The camera image also enabled for improved
alignment of the polarizer positioned before the SLM so that
the zero-order beam is minimized.
Figure 2a presents the digital light-exposure pattern

(prepared in a raster graphics editor) to be delivered by the
laser-SLM setup. The close-up in the inset shows that the
selected exposure pattern comprises circular dots organized in
a hexagonal pattern. The exposure pattern is then Fourier-
transformed into a 3840 × 2160 pixelated “phase mask” image
(using the SLM pattern generator software), which controls
the positions of the corresponding 3840 × 2160 pixels in the
SLM. In order to minimize noise, we prepared 100 different
phase-mask images (that essentially produced the same
exposure pattern) that were input sequentially to the SLM at
a 10 Hz repetition rate.
A C60 fullerene film with 40 nm thickness was deposited on a

glass substrate by thermal vacuum evaporation. The C60 film
on the glass substrate was mounted into the N2-filled sample
holder for the laser-SLM exposure, which was performed at a
typical exposure intensity of ∼10 W/cm2 and lasted between 5
and 20 s in different experiments. The exposed C60 molecules
are (primarily) transformed into linear polymers, as depicted in
Scheme 1. The exposed C60 film was thereafter developed by
immersion into a toluene development solution for ∼10 s,
which selectively removed the nonexposed parts of the film
(i.e., the regions that comprised nonexposed C60 monomers).
We mention that it is possible to perform this exposure/

development patterning also with other fullerenes, such as
[6,6]-phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM). However,
an important advantage with C60 is that it can form long-chain
polymers during the light exposure (whereas, e.g., PCBM

solely forms dimers) and that the solubility contrast between
the C60 polymers and monomers accordingly is very high in
many solvents.
Figure 2b presents an optical microscopy image of a

representative portion of a patterned C60 film on a glass
substrate. It is notable that the 2D hexagonal microdot pattern
is well replicated over the entire film area. Figure 2c shows a
close-up of the microdot pattern recorded with AFM. The
corresponding AFM line graphs depicted in Figure 2d reveal
that the surface features are well repeated but somewhat rough
on the nanometer scale. The AFM image also shows that the
center-to-center distance and the height of the C60 microdots
are ∼5 μm and ∼30 nm, respectively, in this experiment. The
latter demonstrates that a significant fraction (∼25%) of the
C60 molecules was dissolved/removed by the development
solvent also in the most heavily exposed region. In this context,
we mention that evidence for the fact that the glass substrate is
bare and free from C60 in the “valley” regions between the
microdots was provided by AFM and profilometer thickness
measurements on patterned fullerene films that were scratched

Figure 2. (a) Computer-generated hexagonal circular-dot pattern, with the white regions corresponding to the areas to be exposed to the laser-SLM
output. The inset shows a close-up of the exposure pattern. (b) Optical microscopy image of a portion of the patterned 240 × 480 μm2 array of C60
microdots on a glass substrate. (c) AFM image presenting a close-up of the patterned C60 microdot array. (d) Four overlapping height profiles of
neighboring C60 microdots, as derived from the four traces marked with the correspondingly colored lines in (c).

Scheme 1. The Exposure Step that Constitutes a Spatially
Selective Photochemical Transformation of the C60
Molecules in the Filma

aSpecifically, the laser light is modulated by the SLM setup so that it
selectively exposes some of the C60 monomers (the three to the right
in the schematic), which are photochemically transformed into
(primarily) linear polymers. The subsequent development step (not
shown) will selectively remove the nonexposed fullerene monomers
(the two to the left in the schematic) by dissolution into the
development solution.
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using a sharp stylus. (Note also that we and others48 have
shown that the density of the C60 film is left effectively
invariant by the exposure step.) We find that the height of the
patterned C60 microdots can be determined by the exposure
intensity (as effectively controlled using the intensity
attenuator in Figure 1a) and/or the exposure time. We have
also fabricated other patterns with a higher resolution, and a
scanning electron microscopy image of a square C60 microdot
pattern with a center-to-center distance of ∼1.5 μm is
displayed in Figure S1.
The largest fullerene film area that can be exposed by our

laser-SLM setup is limited by the ULWD objective (see Figure
1) and constitutes a circle with a diameter of 700 μm. For the
attainment of a larger uniformly patterned area, we instructed
the SLM software to produce a square-shaped exposure-
pattern region, with an edge length of 490 μm (corresponding
to 113 × 100 C60 microdots), which was positioned in the
center of this circle. The circular “frame” region encompassing
the square was set to be “black”, that is, it left the film
nonexposed. Several such exposed square regions were stitched
together into a larger uniformly exposed area by moving the
C60 sample holder stage in the x- and y-directions with a step
length of 490 μm. Figure 3a is an optical micrograph of a select
portion of the correspondingly 1960 μm × 1470 μm patterned
C60 film fabricated by this stitching procedure.
The thin horizontal lines void of the patterned material in

the center of each pattern unit originate from the zero-order
beam filter. These zero-order reflections from the SLM can be
eliminated with elaborate engineering approaches,49,50 but
such refinement procedures were outside the scope of this
study. The observed minor overlap between different pattern
areas is due to a slight tilt of the sample in the x−y direction
between the different exposures.

The temperature of the C60 film and the substrate was found
to increase during the light exposure, which resulted in
decreased photopolymerization efficiency.29,51 We compen-
sated for this temperature-induced lowering of the polymer-
ization efficiency in the stitching experiments by a gradual
increase in the modulated laser beam intensity and by an
extension of the exposure time. During the essentially
uninterrupted sequential exposure of the 12 stitching units,
shown in Figure 3a, the exposure intensity and the exposure
time were gradually and synchronously increased to twice the
initial values (10−20 W/cm2; 10−20 s) in order to attain a
uniform C60 pattern over the entire film area. An alternative
could be to incorporate a temperature control system into the
setup.
The functionality of the patterned C60 film was tested in an

LEC. It was fabricated by first patterning the C60 film on an
ITO-coated glass substrate, thereafter spin coating a high-
performance active material42 on top of the patterned C60 (see
Figure 3b), and finally depositing a Ag top electrode on top of
the active material. The selection of Ag and ITO for the two
electrodes was motivated by the fact that this electrode/active
material combination is reported52 to allow for a relatively
stable and efficient operation in both forward bias (with ITO
as the positive anode) and in reverse bias (with ITO as the
negative cathode).
A critical question relates to whether the C60 pattern survives

the spin coating of the active-material ink, which comprises a
blend of an electroluminescent conjugated polymer termed
Super Yellow, a TMPE-OH ion transporting compound, and a
KCF3SO3 salt dissolved in cyclohexanone. Figure 3c shows an
optical micrograph recorded in the phase-contrast mode on the
active-material-coated C60 pattern. The micrograph clearly
reveals that the dry active material, as desired, coats the C60
pattern in a nondestructive and relatively conformal manner.

Figure 3. (a) Optical microscopy image of a select part of a large-area-patterned C60 film, comprising 12 separately patterned and stitched smaller
areas. The white dashed square marks the center area. The horizontal line void of dot features in the center of each patterned area originates from
the zero-order beam filter. (b) Schematic illustration of the spin coating of an electroluminescent active material on top of the patterned C60 layer.
(c) High-magnification optical microcopy image (recorded in the phase-contrast mode) of the spin-coated active material on top of the patterned
C60 layer. The observed hexagonal pattern originates from the patterned C60 layer beneath and demonstrates that the active material is deposited in
a nondestructive manner.
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We have also fabricated reference LECs, void of the patterned
C60 layer, in an identical manner. In line with the above-
mentioned observation, we find that the C60/active-material
bilayer in the C60-pattern LECs exhibits a larger average
thickness than the single active material (with a thickness of
170 nm) in the reference LEC.
We also mention that we have fabricated and characterized a

control device comprising a uniform (i.e., nonpatterned) C60
layer in between the transparent ITO electrode and the active
material but that the current was low and the light emission
was absent in forward bias (with ITO as the positive anode).
We rationalize this observation with the poor hole transport
capacity of fullerenes.53−56 We finally mention that the
attainment of a good LEC performance was found to be
critically dependent on the complete removal of soluble
(nonpolymerized) C60 residues from the patterned C60 layer
before the spin coating of the active material. Otherwise,
excitons formed on Super Yellow will be effectively split and
quenched by an electron transfer to the low lowest unoccupied
molecular orbital level of C60

57−59 molecules dispersed within
the active material.
Figure 4a−c presents an exploded-view schematic of the

three investigated device architectures: the “reference LEC”
void of the patterned C60 layer (a), a “thin-C60-pattern LEC”
with a 20 nm-thin patterned C60 layer positioned between the
transparent ITO electrode and the active material (b), and a
“thick-C60-pattern LEC” with a 35 nm-thick patterned C60

layer sandwiched between the ITO and the active material (c).
Corresponding device data are presented in the column below
the device architecture. We have tested three independent
devices for each of the two C60-pattern LEC and two devices
for the reference LEC, and the presented data are for the best
performing device. We emphasize however that the device-to-
device variation was minor and that the presented trends were
invariant for all of the investigated devices.
Figure 4d−f displays the luminance and drive-voltage

transients during forward bias driving with a constant current
density of ∼50 mA/cm2. Note that the same current was
applied in all experiments but that a slight variation of 5% of
the emission area resulted in a corresponding slight variation
for the current density. The extended long-term forward-bias
operation of the reference LEC and the thin-C60-pattern LEC
is presented in Figure S2.
All forward-bias devices, as well as all reverse-bias devices

(see Figure S3), exhibit an increase in luminance and a
decrease in voltage during the initial operation. This temporal
change is due to the initial electric double-layer formation and
the subsequent electrochemical doping of the active material
that is characteristic of a functional LEC device.60 After the
initial turn-on phase, the active material comprises a p−n
junction, at which the injected electrons and holes recombine
into excitons with high probability. These excitons can decay
under the emission of photons.

Figure 4. Device architecture for (a) the reference LEC void of the patterned C60 layer, (b) the thin-C60-pattern LEC with a 20 nm-thin patterned
C60 layer, (c) the thick-C60-pattern LEC with a 35 nm-thick patterned C60 layer. The below data are recorded on the device architecture identified
at the top of the column. (d−f) Transient evolution of the luminance (red solid circles, left y-axis) and the drive voltage (black open squares, right
y-axis). (g−i) EL spectrum at different viewing angles, as identified in the inset. (j−l) Simulated relative power contribution as a function of
wavelength. The devices were driven in forward bias (i.e., with ITO as the positive anode) by a constant current density of 50 mA/cm2.
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It is thus established that all three devices feature the desired
in situ formation of a p−n junction, but it is also clear that their
performance is strongly dependent on the existence and
thickness of the patterned C60 layer. In forward bias, the thin-
C60-pattern LEC features the highest peak luminance (current
efficacy) of 1910 cd/m2 (4.0 cd/A), the reference LEC peaks
at 1330 cd/m2 (2.6 cd/A), and the thick-C60-pattern LEC
emits with the weakest maximum luminance of 740 cd/m2 (1.4
cd/A). We also find that the thin-C60-pattern LEC features the
best long-term stability (see Figure S2). The trend for the
minimum voltage is different because the reference LEC
exhibits the lowest voltage of 3.1 V, while the thin-C60-pattern
LEC and thick-C60-pattern LEC operate at higher voltages of
6.6 and 6.1 V, respectively. We attribute the higher drive
voltage of the C60-pattern LECs in forward bias to the fact that
the C60-covered regions at the ITO anode are inhibiting the
hole injection because of the general poor hole transport
capacity of fullerenes.53−56 In contrast, Figure S3 shows that
the C60-pattern LECs in reverse bias feature essentially the
same drive voltage as the reference LEC, which importantly
confirms that the semiconducting properties of C60 are
retained following the patterning procedure. However, the
reverse-bias C60-pattern LECs feature a markedly lower peak
luminance, and our focus is therefore, from hereon, on the
forward-bias devices.
In order to understand the high luminance of the forward-

bias thin-C60-pattern LEC, we have performed an extended
device and optical-simulation study. Figure 4g−i presents the
angle-dependent EL spectrum, captured after 15 min of
operation. The reference LEC exhibits essentially the same EL
spectrum for all viewing angles. The thin-C60-pattern LEC
features a similar invariant angular dependence, although the
second vibronic peak at ∼610 nm is slightly enhanced at small
viewing angles. The situation is however distinctly different for
the thick-C60-pattern LEC, which features a strong relative
enhancement of the second vibronic peak at large viewing
angles and a corresponding relative depression of the same
peak at small viewing angles. This observation implies that
optical cavity effects start to play a significant role when the
distance between the Al and ITO electrodes is increased by the
inclusion of the patterned C60 layer.
Further information on the steady-state behavior of the LEC

devices was gleaned from optical modeling using the procedure
outlined in refs 43 and 44 as a basis; see Experimental Section
and Figure S4 for details. The employed commercial software
Setfos (version 4.6.11) is designed to model 1D structures,
comprising infinitely extended layers in the planar direction,
and the C60 pattern in the C60-pattern LECs therefore had to
be replaced by a uniform C60 layer with constant thickness.
The effective thickness for this uniform C60 layer was 15 nm
for the thin-C60-pattern LEC and 25 nm for the thick-C60-
pattern LEC, as derived from the AFM data (see, e.g., Figure
2d). The location of the center of the emission zone (the p−n
junction) was determined by fitting the simulated EL spectra
to the experimental data in Figure 4g−i. Figure S4 shows that
the center of the p−n junction is located closer to the Ag
cathode for all devices. For the reference LEC, the center of
the p−n junction is positioned 56 nm from the Ag cathode
(and 114 nm away from the ITO anode). The inclusion of the
C60 layer results in a shift of the center p−n junction from the
Ag cathode by 12 nm for both the thin-C60-pattern LEC and
thick-C60-pattern LEC devices. The corresponding shift away

from the ITO anode is 3 nm for the thin-C60-pattern LEC and
13 nm for the thick-C60-pattern LEC.
Figure 4j−l presents the simulated steady-state power

distribution as a function of wavelength, while Tables S1 and
S2 summarize the forward and angular-integrated emission,
respectively. The different optical modes are defined as
follows: “OUT” denotes the outcoupled modes that are visible
to an external observer, “SUB” denotes the glass substrate
modes, “ABS” is the light lost to linear absorption, “WG”
denotes the wave-guided modes traveling in the active material
and the ITO, “EV” denotes the evanescent modes (i.e., losses
due to near-field absorption and coupling of excitons to
nonemissive surface plasmons at the electrode interfaces), and
“NR” denotes the nonradiative modes.
The most significant result of the simulation is that the

fraction of “useful” outcoupled light is predicted to increase by
∼15−30% following the inclusion of a C60 layer. More
specifically, the simulation shows that the losses to linear
absorption, as expected, are increasing with an absorbing C60
layer included in the photon path61 but that this increased loss
is more than compensated by the marked lowering of the
evanescent modes. We assign the suppression of the
evanescent losses to the increased separation of the excitons
(formed in the p−n junction region) from the electrodes,
primarily the top Ag electrode, following the inclusion of the
C60 layer.
We note that the simulation underestimates the exper-

imentally observed luminance increase following the inclusion
of the thin C60 pattern layer and therefore suggests that the
nonflat interface between the optically distinct61−67 C60 and
active-material layers (see Figures 4a−c and S5) results in
randomization of the directions of the photon paths,68−73

which increases outcoupling at the ITO/glass and glass/air
interfaces. The experimental data in Figure 4d−f further show
that the thick-C60-pattern LEC features a lower luminance than
the reference LEC, which we tentatively attribute to the local
high current density, with a concomitant increase in polaron
and exciton quenching reactions, at the narrow C60-free regions
at the ITO/active-material interface.
These results thus imply that the selected thickness of the

patterned C60 layer results in a delicate balance between
increased light emission because of suppression of evanescent
modes and randomization of the light cone and lowered
emission efficiency because of a confined transport region.
Nevertheless, it is clear that the inclusion of an appropriately
designed patterned C60 layer can result in a significant boost of
the light emission from an LEC device comprising a single-
layer active material and two air stabile electrodes.

■ CONCLUSIONS
To summarize, we present a straightforward and easily tunable
method for the fabrication of high-resolution, 2D semi-
conducting fullerene patterns over large areas. The spatially
selective photochemical transformation of the fullerene film
(the exposure) is performed with an optical system essentially
comprising a laser and an SLM, while the subsequent
development is effectuated by immersion into a development
solution. We anticipate that the entire exposure/development
cycle can be executed within a time frame of 10 s in a scaled-up
and automated setup. It is notable that the presented
patterning method does not employ sacrificial photoresist
materials, cumbersome shadow masks, or expensive printing
stamps and cylinders and that the photochemical trans-
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formation of the fullerene semiconductor is executed without a
preceding chemical functionalization or by the addition of
performance-degrading additives. It is further notable that
pattern selection is effectuated by the computer input to the
SLM and that a large number of different patterns therefore are
easily accessible. We finally exemplify the functionality of a
fabricated square-millimeter-sized patterned C60 fullerene film,
featuring a hexagonal array of microdots with a center-to-
center distance of 5 μm and a peak thickness of 20 nm, by its
inclusion into a LEC device. Such a device equipped with the
C60 microdot layer in between the transparent electrode and
the active material features a 50% increase in light emission
output compared to a reference device void of the patterned
C60 layer.
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